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INTRODUCTION  

The purpose of this site visit was to use the Brooklyn public library’s map/primary 

source division to gather information and to help the class develop their 

hypothesis for an upcoming project. 
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OBJECTIVES 

The objective was to take photos of the geographic information that were 

preserved in the library. Many folders and books were brought out for us to 

look through. 

PRE-VISIT REFLECTION  

Before the site visit I looked forward to the new information that will help my group. I expected really 

old and worn documentation that would be presented to us. There were a few subtopics that my 

navy yard and vinegar hill group needed to uncover with the library’s primary and secondary sources. 

 

SITE DOCUMENTATION:  photos/sketches of 2 or 3 significant primary sources. 

Provide captions and explanations – why is the image shown significant for your 

topic of exploration 

 
This is a map of the Brooklyn Navy Yard before they joined the island to the 

mainland. There used to be many shipping docks and military personnel on 

deck. Many ships were built there too. 
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This map shows all the entrances to the Brooklyn Navy Yard and the location of 

each building according to the legend key on the right side of the picture. I’m sure 

this was used for fire and safety reasons as well when this map was first created. 
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This article was important to my group because our hypothesis is based around the time 

period of the navy yard closing. We found many articles with different statistics from the 

amount of people that were laid off to how much the yard was sold for. This article is one 

example. 
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This article really stood out to me because the workers were celebrating the 150th 

anniversary of the yard. I didn’t know that the navy yard helped produced weaponry for 

WW2. It boasts about the mass production of their best machinery from guns to boats. 
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SITE OBSERVATIONS:  One or 2 general notes about the Brooklyn Collection, and 

2-3 specific observations about how the primary sources you found are 

connected to the topic of your investigation 

1. About 10 Atlases on the window ceil   

2. More than 15 computers in the collections room 

3. 4 present folders uncovering the entire history of the Navy Yard 

4. 3 decades of newspaper clippings in the collection room 

 

QUANTITATIVE DATA: under “subject” list the topic; Under “data” describe your 

findings and the quantity found  

Subject  Data  

Navy Yard Maps  4 maps of the yard total in a folder 

Navy Yard Primary Sources  3 folders of articles about the Navy Yard 

Unemployment   Roughly 75,000 jobs were lost at the Navy Yard 

 

QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESIS Consider the primary sources found during your 

visit and review the material you included so far in this report. 

QUESTIONS:  

1. How much was the Navy Yard sold for?  

2. How many jobs were lost due to the closure of the yard? 

3. How many jobs came back after the yard reopened in 3 years? 

HYPOTHESIS: From the questions you wrote above, select the most important 

question for your own research topic. Propose an explanation made on the basis 

of the evidence you have so far as a starting point for further investigation. 

1. The Navy Yard was sold for roughly $22.5-25 million sectionally 

2. 75,000 jobs were lost 

3. Approximately 10,000 jobs were available after the yard reopened 
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SUMMARY / POST VISIT REFLECTION / NEXT STEPS? 

 

After the site visit, my group gathered adequate information to develop topics such as financial 

instability after the closing of the yard, the mural’s effect on the community of vinegar hill and the 

census of the amount of vinegar hill residents that worked for the navy yard. 

PRELIMINARY REFERENCES FOR PRIMARY SOURCES:  

Record the essential information that you might use to create a citation for 3-4 

primary sources you examined. Don’t worry about creating a perfect or 

conventionally formatted citation; record the information that someone would 

need to find it again. Include a variety of sources: photographs, maps, articles,  

manuscripts, etc. 

1. I forgot to photograph the citations for the primary sources in the library. 

2. https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/ 


